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22 Ways to tap into your Inspirational Well.
My art work is imaginative and story telling so people often ask me where I
find my inspirations.
I believe it has a lot to do with my upbringing, you see I grew up in
Singapore, we lived in an apartment building so there was no nature land for
me to roam and play. Although it sounds constraining, it wasn’t because my
imaginative mind kept me busy and well entertained.
Although I don’t believe that being imaginative is a trait that you were born
with, I think it is a condition that you can grow into and develop.
So without further ado here is a list of ideas to assist you in taping into your
imagination.
1) Go for a walk in nature. Nature has a way of nurturing your soul. The
beauty itself will provide you with ample ideas to paint from, be very
curious when you are out there, look at the foliage and examine them in
great details. Whenever I go exploring in the woods, I return to my studio
with a clear mind and loads of fresh ideas. This is one of my paintings that I
have done after a walk in the woods.

It has been quite a day by Ting Yuen

2) Find a quote that speaks to your heart. What is it about this quote that
intrigues you? How can you interpret the quote into imageries? What kind
of symbolism can you use to paint this quote?

Stargazer by Ting ( inspired by a quote from Stephen Hawkins )

3) Listen to your heart. What does your heart want you to paint? Is there
something that you are yearning to paint? Is there a childhood memory that
has been nudging you to paint it? Help it along and paint the language of
your heart by using symbolism. Check out my Artist Diary, Sisterhood and
Romance series they are filled with analogies and symbolisms.

Capturing Spring by Ting Yuen. My childhood memory with my Big Sis.

4) Have a glass of wine if it helps you to relax. A relaxed mind does wonder
to creativity, your inhibitions are lifted and the child in you is heightened.
Get a sketch book out and doodle, I do this often with or without relaxants. I
just sit in a quiet area and sketch with absolutely no purpose in mind. When
you surrender to just doodling without thinking, you will be surprised by
how many great imageries will come through your mind. Practice this often,
shut your mind, shut your inner critique and just doodle in a trance. After a
few hours you will find interesting doodles that you can explore further and
make them into paintings.

Moonlit Walk by Ting Yuen. This is Part of my Romance Series

5) Get under the covers and relax. This is an amazing practice that I have
discovered by accident. One winter my dear husband caught a horrible
pneumonia, in order to keep him company, I brought my sketchbook out and
stayed in bed with him and drew. There was something about the comfort of
the bed, the cosiness of the blankets coupled with my favourite pillows, got
my imagination to peak. That year I came up with a few of my favourite
sketches and paintings. It is very much like setting your day dreams free.

The Parade by Ting Yuen. This is part of my Artist Diary Series

6) Gallery Hopping. Visiting galleries is always a treat. Observing other
peoples’ work up close, seeing the vivid colours and the textures of the paint
or the different mediums that are utilized can draw up a lot of inspiration
your way.

Belonging by Ting Yuen. Part if my Artist Diary Series

7) Take 1: Watch a movie that is artistically done. Good artistic movies can
really elevate your senses. At times while I am watching a movie, a certain
scene with the cinematography or colours will intrigue my senses and ideas

will pour into my mind. So this is when I grab a pen and paper and quickly
jot the idea down or sketch it out.

Castles in the Sky by Ting Yuen.
The colour theme was inspired by a Tim Burton’s movie (monochromatic with a peak of colour ).

8) A deep conversation, I am an introvert which means I am not good with
small talk but I am introspective and I love a good conversation. I love a
conversation that runs deep, a story shared with imageries. Those get me
going, as the story is being told, I can feel it and I can see the images that
pop up in my mind.

Courage by Ting Yuen
Courage was painted after I received an in depth letter from a customer.

9) Free Style your painting session. With no aims, play with some colours,
do a few different techniques and explore the possibilities of what might
become. I love free styling, it is always interesting to see what you can come
up with, from a blank canvas to a masterpiece?

Sharing by Ting Yuen. One of my Free Style piece

10) Visit your local paint supply store. Check out what is new and pick up
some new brushes or new paint. Trying different mediums or brushes or
even colours can usually trigger our imagination and spark up some
inspiration.

Guardian by Ting Yuen. Mixed Medium

11) Music, is the best company when you are in your studio. Put some
rhythm on and feel your spirit and your imagination soar. I don’t think
painting without music is possible. I usually buy myself a collection of new
music just before I set myself up for my season of painting.

Infinite Hope by Ting Yuen. Landscape Series.

12) Open up your senses by traveling. Go somewhere completely different
from what you are used to, immerse yourself into their culture and art. You
will find plenty of inspirations to draw from. Bring a travel journal but
instead of writing your entries, sketch or paint your entries.

Journeys by Ting Yuen. Artist Diary Series

13) Enrol yourself into a workshop. Mingle with other artists and learn from
their experiences. That would usually spark up some great art techniques
that you may have never tried before.

Guidance by Ting Yuen. Artist Diary Series

14) Set up your studio outdoors, being out there in the elements can be most
interesting, the climate, the wind, the light is forever changing. Sometimes
to capture the essence of the elements, you have to paint a little faster and
because you are painting at a higher rate of speed, you don’t think as much,
you surrender to self reliance and intuition.

The Night Owl I by Ting Yuen. Artist Diary Series.

15) Start a new series. I am a dreamscape/ figurative painter but once in a
while I switch up my subject matter and genre. This usually keeps things
fresh and my inspirational well over filled with new juicy things to
experiment with and it also challenges me to learn more and therefore I
grow as an artist.

Eternity by Ting Yuen. Landscape Series.

16) Start a few paintings at the same time. Don’t fuss over them just paint
quickly and work with three at a time. When you return to your studio the
next day, you will have work waiting for you to finish and that should keep
you inspired.

Framed Artwork by Ting Yuen

17) Set a date with yourself in your studio. Mark it in on your calendar,
which day of the week that you will be going to your little heaven to fill up
your time with creative play!

18) Have a gathering with your creative friends, share ideas, paint together
and swap knowledge and skills.

Tea Party by Ting Yuen. Sisterhood Series.

19) Enrol yourself into an art exhibition and announce the event to your
friends and family through social media etc. That for sure will jump start
your creative juices. Working under pressure always helps and also by
telling everyone that you know about the event has an accountability
advantage. When you mark it down on your calendar it becomes the truth.

Ting at her Art Rush Gallery

20) Start an Art Appreciation Club. It is like a book club but instead of
reading books, gather together with other art lovers and discuss about art.
Pick an artist every week, study that particular artist and get together to
discuss their legacy and their life’s work.
21) Read about other artists, their lives and their work. It is amazing how
reading about other artists and their lives inspire your spirit not just to
produce work but to breathe it, to completely consume yourself into the life
of being an artist.

The Winter Escape by Ting Yuen. Sisterhood Series.

22) Watch painting tutorials, watching other creatives doing their craft will
definitely spark something within you to pick up your own tools and get
going. Join me on “Paint with Ting” it is a weekly tutorial on my FB page
www.facebook.com/TingYuenArt
There you have it my friends. Inspirations abound. Don’t wait for ideas to
show up, commit yourself to search for them with most attentiveness,
curiosity and eagerness, make it a habit so that every time you show up in
your studio, you got tons of ideas waiting for you to put them on canvas.
Have fun, be creative and inspired at all times. When you bring creativity
into your life, your life will be more enriched and fulfilled. If you don’t
believe me, give it a try! 
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